
  

Use two blocks of clay to make a 11” long 

by 3” wide sheet on a number 1 (thickest) 

setting of your clay machine.  

 
Lay out your 1”, ¾” and ½” templates. 

Cut out all three strips.  

Make a second sheet 2” wide by 11” long 

on a #3 setting. *This is the sheet you will 

decorate. I work on my design sheet 

during the baking stages.  

  

Place the 1” strip inside the bangle form.  

Trim so the edges meet. Rub a dab of Bake 

’n Bond over the seam. Why are the  

templates so long?  You’ll soon see. 😊  

I bake mine for 30 minutes - 275F (135C)  

Place the ¾” strip in the center of the 

baked base. Trim.  

 
Lay the ½” strip in the center of the ¾” 

strip. You don’t need adhesive this time. 

Trim.  

  

 

 

Option: If you want more of a flat look  

instead of a dome, use a #3 strip if the 1” 

instead of the ½”. Youll still want to smooth 

it to create a nice rounded edge. 

 

EasyBangles Instructions 

Create bangles with graceful domes that you control by layering clay strips in graduated widths around 

the baked polymer base. The inside of the stainless-steel form makes a standard sized bangle. The 

outside of the form makes a large bangle. For a custom fit, add as many strips to the inside as you 

need, then cover the inside and the outside of your bangle with a pretty, decorative strip to create a 

professional result. For larger bracelets, use your outside strip as the base/interior, then layer your 

doming strips and decorative piece on the outside. Use silk screened sheets, painted designs, stencils 

with mica powder, cane work, mokume gane, 3D sculpting, or any surface effect veneers you like to 

make. However, you choose to embellish your bangle, you’ll get a graceful shape & perfect fit every 

time with the re-usable EasyBangles stainless steel forms and Lucite templates. 

 



 

Now we do the magic part. With your 

warm little thumbs, blend the uncured 

strips down toward the edges. Just keep 

smoothing them from the center to edge. 

It’s actually a Zen-like experience, so take 

your time. Feel free to use the adorable 

pink thumb condoms to provide extra 

smoothness (and to amuse others).  

Bake for 45 minutes.  

 

 

Now it’s getting exciting. Do the squirty, 

spready thing with the Bake ‘n Bond. Be 

sure to do the edges too. Place your 

design sheet on the bangle. You may need 

to stretch it a bit. Make a neat seam. Tuck 

the excess into the center of the bracelet. 

Lay it on your work surface and bend the 

design sheet over the rim. Trim. Turn the 

bracelet over and repeat. 

After both sides are trimmed, smooth  

gently outward from the center toward 

the edge, making sure there are no air  

pockets. Bake for 30 minutes. 

Make one more sheet of your chosen thick 

-ness (this will affect the fit of the bangle.)  

Texture it, silk screen it, use cane, or  

embellish it any way you like. Use your 1”  

template to cut a strip. Place it on the inside of your  

bracelet with B&B. Trim. Bake for 30 min 

 
 

*Note: This time we’re making a standard sized bangle in the widest width. You’ll see how many options you’ll have to change the  

size and width as you experiment with your EasyBangles Kit. 
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